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Annex 21: Arrangements for pay and banding of trainees

Arrangements for pay and banding of trainees

1. The NHS has a wide range of people described as trainees, working and studying within its services. The arrangements set out below describe how those trainees employed by the NHS should be dealt with.

2. Trainees fall into three broad categories:

(i) trainees studying and/or working in the NHS, who are already in possession of qualifications at a high level. Such staff are often studying for a higher level qualification and undertaking a role that can be assessed using the NHS Job Evaluation Scheme. An example of this category is a trainee psychologist;

(ii) trainees who are undertaking a short period of learning on the job, usually less than 12 months. Typically, these staff enter whilst undertaking the role. This type of trainee can also be evaluated using the NHS Job Evaluation Scheme. If profiles for this role exist, the lowest banded profile will be appropriate. During the period of traineeship the post holder should not move through the KSF foundation gateway when this is in use in an organisation. An example of this type of trainee is a trainee secretary;

(iii) trainees who enter the NHS and undertake all their training whilst an employee. Typically, these staff develop their knowledge and skills significantly during a period of time measured in years. Given the significant change in knowledge and skills during the training period the use of job evaluation is not appropriate. Pay should be determined as a percentage of the pay for qualified staff. (See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales) or Annex 28 (Scotland and Northern Ireland)).

3. For trainees covered by paragraph 2(iii), where periods of training last for between one and four years, pay will be adjusted as follows:
(i) up to 12 months prior to completion of training: 75 per cent of the pay band maximum of the fully qualified rate;

(ii) more than one but less than two years prior to completion of training: 70 per cent of the pay band maximum of the qualified rate;

(iii) more than two but less than three years prior to completion of training: 65 per cent of the pay band maximum for the qualified rate;

(iv) more than three years from completion of training: 60 per cent of the pay band maximum for the qualified rate.

4. Starting pay for any trainee must be no less than the rate of the main (adult) rate of the National Minimum Wage. Where the calculation above results in the National Minimum Wage being payable for year two and beyond, an addition to pay should be made on top of the minimum wage. The addition should be equal to the cash value of the difference between the percentages of maximum pay in the year of payment and the previous year. For example, the supplement in payment in year two would be the value of 65 per cent of pay band maximum minus 60 per cent of maximum pay for the band.

5. On assimilation to the pay band following completion of training, the trainee should enter either on the first pay point of the appropriate pay band or the next pay point above their training salary.

Pay circular (AforC) 2/2013: amendment number 28

Annex 22: Scotland's partnership information network policies

Partnership information network (PIN) policies

There are currently 16 PIN policies:
- Embracing equality, diversity and human rights in NHSScotland
- Dealing with employee grievances in NHS Scotland
- Equal opportunities policies
- Facilities arrangements for trade unions and professional organisations
- Gender based violence
- Implementing and reviewing whistleblowing arrangements in NHS Scotland
- Management of employee capability
- Management of employee conduct
- Managing health at work
- Personal development planning and review
- Preventing and dealing with bullying and harassment in NHS Scotland
- Redeployment
- Safer pre and post employment checks
- Secondment
- Supporting the work-life balance
- Use of fixed-term contracts within NHS Scotland

The existing PIN policies are being reviewed to ensure they are legislatively up to date and reflective of best practice. For further information, check Scotland’s Staff Governance website.

Pay circular (AforC) 4/2014: amendment number 33

Annex 23: Pay progression (England)
Introduction

1. The 2018 framework agreement on the reform of Agenda for Change introduced provisions to move to a new pay system with faster progression to the top of pay bands through fewer pay step points. This annex describes the agreed pay progression framework which underpins the pay structure and requires a manager/staff submission process to be followed for pay step points to be achieved.

2. This pay progression framework will be underpinned by local appraisal policies that deliver the mandatory annual appraisal process. It is intended to ensure that within each pay band staff have the appropriate knowledge and skills they need to carry out their roles and so make the greatest possible contribution to patient care. Local appraisal policies will be agreed in partnership with trade unions and may cover issues such as development opportunities and organisational values and behaviours (see also paragraph 54).

3. The expectation is that all staff will meet the required standards (see paragraph 19) and therefore be able to progress on their pay step date. Appraisal processes should involve regular conversations between staff and their line managers to ensure that required standards are understood, and additional support identified in good time.

Timetable for transition to the new pay progression arrangements

4. The provisions in this annex will apply to all staff commencing NHS employment or promoted on or after 1 April 2019. Promotion means moving to a higher banded role.

5. For all other staff who were in post before 1 April 2019, current organisational pay progression procedures will continue to apply until 31 March 2021 after which time they too will be subject to the provisions in this annex.

6. After 1 April 2021, pay step submissions for all staff will only take place after two, three or five years depending on pay band. Appraisals will continue to take place annually.
7. From 1 April 2021 all pay bands will have either one or two step points with specified minimum periods before staff become eligible to progress. An employee’s pay step point is set in relation to their start date in that pay band. The exception to this is the re-banding of paramedics to the band 6 job profile in ambulance trusts in England who retain their personal pay step date. It is expected that staff who meet the required standards at their pay step date will progress to their next pay step point.

**Arrangements for staff in post prior to 1 April 2019**

8. During the three-year transition period ending on 31 March 2021, current organisational pay progression procedures will continue to apply, unless the employee is promoted to a new post. These staff, unless they have received a promotion, will continue to receive incremental progression according to the transitional arrangements and follow the individual pay journeys described in the framework agreement on the reform of Agenda for Change (June 2018). During transition, pay points are removed from the pay structure in April 2018, April 2019, and April 2020. Staff already on a pay point at the time it is to be removed will immediately move to the next available point, even where this does not coincide with their existing incremental date. These staff will not receive a further increase on their incremental date, because they will have received their pay increase early.

9. Staff will retain their existing incremental date throughout transition. On their incremental date, (if they have not already benefited from deletion of a pay point) it is expected that all staff will move to the next pay point reflecting their additional complete year of experience. Pay progression during transition will continue to be subject to any existing locally-agreed arrangements for managing pay progression which may have been implemented locally in accordance with the Staff Council’s 31 March 2013 pay progression agreement.

**Pay step dates**

10. The pay step date is the anniversary of the date the individual commenced employment in their current band.
11. It is expected that staff new to the NHS will be appointed to the bottom of the relevant pay band.

12. Where staff move to a job in a higher pay band, their pay step date will become the anniversary of the date they commenced in that new band. The exception to this is professional roles covered by annex 20 who will retain their original pay step date.

13. Where a post is re-banded to a higher band as a result of a changed job evaluation outcome (see provisions of the Job Evaluation Handbook), the pay step date will become the anniversary of the agreed date that the new job description is deemed to have taken effect.

14. In all other cases including changing jobs within the same band, and moving to a lower band as part of an organisational change process, pay step dates will remain unchanged.

15. The new pay bands describe the minimum length of service on a pay step point required before staff are eligible to move to the next pay step.

16. Continuous previous service with any NHS employer counts in respect of reckonable service for pay step eligibility (See section 12: Contractual continuity of service).

17. Employers will continue to have discretion to take into account service with employers outside the NHS for this purpose, where this is judged to be relevant (See section 12.2: Contractual continuity of service).

18. There should be clear responsibilities agreed for the appraisal review where an employee is on a secondment to a different role at the time of their pay step date to ensure that they are able to access their pay step point without any detriment.

**Pay progression standards**

19. Staff will progress to the next pay step point on their pay step date where the following can be demonstrated:
i. The appraisal process has been completed within the last 12 months and outcomes are in line with the organisation’s standards.

ii. There is no formal capability process in place.

iii. There is no formal disciplinary sanction live on the staff member’s record.

iv. Statutory and/or mandatory training has been completed.

v. For line managers only – appraisals have been competed for all their staff as required.

20. ‘Capability process’ in paragraph 19ii will be defined in the organisation’s local policy and covers processes for dealing with lack of competence, including professional and clinical competence, and clear failure by an employee to achieve a satisfactory standard of work through lack of knowledge, ability or consistently poor performance. ‘Process’ means that there has been an outcome placing the employee in a formal stage of the process. Investigations, informal stages and processes for dealing with absence due to ill health are all excluded from this pay progression standard.

21. ‘Disciplinary sanction’ in paragraph 19iii refers to sanctions in relation to conduct only, and excludes warnings applied in relation to absence due to ill health. It refers to formal disciplinary sanctions such as formal warnings. It does not include investigations, informal warnings, counselling or other informal activities that may come within a disciplinary policy.

22. If a disciplinary sanction in place at the time of the pay step date is subsequently repealed, for example as a result of a successful appeal, the pay step will be backdated to the pay step date if all other standards have been met.

23. Where factors beyond the individual’s control, such as organisational or operational issues, have prevented compliance with any of the requirements in paragraph 19 these should not prevent the employee from progressing. Managers should ensure that they take full account of such factors and staff should bring these to the attention of their line manager as soon as possible (not waiting until the pay step review) so that these can be addressed and remedied.
24. Appraisals should continue to take place as a minimum on an annual basis, regardless of whether it is a year which includes a pay step date.

**Pay step submission process**

25. The pay step submission process is as follows:

i. Line managers will receive notification before an individual’s next pay step date and initiate a meeting to review whether the requirements for progression have been met. This meeting will draw on the most recent appraisal outcome and consider the standards in paragraph 19. It is not necessary to schedule appraisals to coincide with pay step dates.

ii. A locally determined simple form, template or checklist should be used to support this process, which should be signed by the line manager and the member of staff.

iii. This will then be used as the basis for confirmation of movement to the next pay step point.

26. Pay step points will be closed on the payroll system. Once the pay step review has been successfully completed the line manager must take the necessary action to open the pay step point.

27. Line managers must ensure that the pay step submission process is completed in a timely fashion to ensure that pay step points can be implemented in time for the staff member’s pay step date. This must take account of local payroll timescales.

28. Although staff must have successfully completed their last appraisal to move to their next pay step point, the date the appraisal takes place does not have to be linked to their pay step date.

29. If the last appraisal outcome was not satisfactory but remedial actions have been successfully completed by the time of the pay step date the staff member will be able to progress without delay if they meet the other standards.

**Decisions to delay a pay step**
30. It is expected that staff will achieve the required standards at the point of their pay step date. It is also expected that staff and their line manager should have regular discussions about any problems in reaching the required standards before the pay step date. This will allow time for issues to be raised and possible solutions found to enable the pay step point to be opened on time.

31. In situations where standards have not been met as per paragraph 19, and there are no mitigating factors sufficient to justify this, it is expected that an individual’s pay step will be delayed, subject to arrangements outlined in paragraphs 32-38.

32. The line manager must use the pay step review meeting process in paragraph 25 to discuss the standards that have not been met and review previous discussions about these, consider any mitigating factors, and record their decision.

33. The line manager should advise the member of staff of their right to contest any decision using the locally agreed procedure where the required level of performance is deemed not to have been met in line with the local policy (see paragraph 53viii). If this is upheld, the pay step should be applied backdated to the pay step date.

34. The line manager should also discuss and agree a plan with the staff member for any remedial action needed to ensure that the required standards for pay progression are met, including a timescale, and how any training and support needs will be met.

35. The staff member must take all necessary steps to meet the requirements as soon as possible and the line manager must provide the necessary support.

36. A further pay step review meeting should be arranged at an agreed date to review progress and, where satisfactory, initiate the opening of the pay step. The effective date for progressing to the next pay step should be the earliest date that the relevant requirements are shown to have been met. The pay step date for future years will remain unchanged.

37. Where a pay step is delayed due to a live disciplinary sanction, or a formal capability process, the line manager should initiate a pay step review meeting before the expiry of the sanction or capability plan. This
should be used to confirm that all other requirements have been met and to ensure that the staff member progresses to the next pay step, effective the day after the sanction expires. The pay step date will remain unchanged.

38. A disciplinary sanction cannot be applied retrospectively to delay a pay step if it comes into effect after the pay step date.

**Re-earnable process for bands 8c, 8d and 9**

39. The principles and standards for pay progression and then re-earnable pay for staff in bands 8c, 8d and 9 are the same as the principles and standards for all other staff.

40. Once they have reached the top of their band, the expectation is that all staff will meet the required standards and will re-earn the relevant element of pay annually. The first point at which the re-earnable element becomes relevant is 12 months after employees have passed through their pay step point to reach the top of the band.

41. In the year after an employee has reached the top of bands 8c, 8d or 9, 5 per cent or 10 per cent of basic salary will become re-earnable. Where the standards in paragraph 19 are met, salary is retained at the top of the band. If standards are not met salary may be reduced by 5 per cent or 10 per cent from the pay step date, subject to the provisions in paragraph 23. The employee will be able to restore their salary to the top of the band at the end of the following year by meeting the required standards. The employee has the right to contest a decision to reduce their pay using the locally agreed procedure.

42. The standards that apply to staff in these bands are defined in paragraph 19-24. Employers will put in place robust monitoring arrangements for the use of annually re-earned pay in line with the expectations set out in paragraph 50-52.

43. Staff on the top two points of these bands on 31 March 2013 have reserved rights to the relevant point. This reserved right will be retained on a marked time basis. At the end of 2020/21, 5 per cent of pay will become annually earned and then, when annual increases to the top of the band
add a further 5 per cent, annually earned pay will apply to 10 per cent of basic pay.

Absent from work when pay step is due

44. If a staff member is absent from work for reasons such as sickness or parental leave when a pay step is due, the principle of equal and fair treatment should be followed so that no detriment is suffered as a result.

45. In the case of planned long-term paid absence such as maternity, adoption and shared parental leave the pay step review can be conducted early if this is reasonable and practical, allowing the pay step to be applied on their pay step date in their absence.

46. If an individual is on long-term paid absence such as maternity, adoption and shared parental leave and a pay step review cannot be conducted prior to the pay step date, the pay step point should be automatically applied in the individual’s absence, subject to paragraph 44.

47. If there was a live disciplinary sanction in place at the point the individual went on leave, the pay step point should be applied in their absence if appropriate, effective the day after the sanction expires.

48. If there was an active formal capability process underway at the point they went on leave, the pay step point can be delayed. The improvement process should be resumed immediately upon their return. On satisfactory completion, the period of their absence should be set aside and the pay step point backdated to an agreed date as if they had completed the improvement process without being absent. Employers will need to take particular care to avoid any discrimination or detriment on the grounds of maternity, sex or disability that could arise in relation to staff on maternity/adoption/parental leave or sick leave.

49. Suspension from work on full pay is a neutral act. In order to ensure this is the case, employers should ensure that the pay step point is applied from the pay step review date where an individual is suspended on that date, provided they were meeting the standards in paragraph 19 at the point of suspension.
Monitoring and reporting

50. Data on pay step and re-earnable pay outcomes must be collected, audited, published and monitored locally in partnership with trade unions, including by protected characteristics and contract status, and in line with Staff Council guidance.

51. Organisations should have a clear line of accountability for investigating and taking action on any evidence of disadvantage or discrimination in process and outcomes.

52. Organisations must also collect and submit the required data necessary to support national monitoring of the pay progression system by and on behalf of the Staff Council.

Local appraisal policies

Principles

53. The following principles will inform the development of local appraisal policies:

i. policies will need to be consistent with the employer’s local objectives and the NHS Constitution for England.

ii. organisations will budget and plan financially on the basis that all staff are expected to achieve their pay step points on their pay step dates.

iii. regular appraisal, performance and/or development reviews will continue to play a central role in determining whether an individual has met the standards required of them for pay progression.

iv. local policies will be developed, monitored and reviewed in partnership with trade unions and include a comprehensive training and development policy covering all staff.

v. every line manager undertaking appraisal will have access to appropriate time, training and development including training on their equality responsibilities.
vi. staff will actively participate in appraisal processes and receive time and support to do so.

vii. performance will need to be monitored throughout the year so that problems are identified and addressed appropriately as soon as possible.

viii. individuals will have the right to contest any decision where the required level of performance is deemed not to have been met.

ix. local systems will be equality assessed before implementation, and equality monitored once in operation.

Checklist

54. The following is a checklist for local appraisal schemes

1. Focus on organisational values and objectives, for example those linked to patient care.

2. Identify relevant competency frameworks such as the KSF and ensure staff and managers understand how they operate.

3. Have clear processes to document objectives and personal development plans.

4. Provide guidance for how appraisals will be conducted in atypical situations such as staff on secondment, staff acting up, staff in split roles.

5. Ensure adequate provision for statutory and mandatory training and for access to continuing learning and development opportunities, including paid time and appropriate facilities.

6. Ensure effective systems for accurately flagging in advance when a pay step date is due.

7. Review and improve equality and diversity data held on staff to ensure that monitoring is based on comprehensive information.

8. Cross-check and review interaction with the organisation’s disciplinary policy to ensure fairness and safeguard against inequity. Key factors to review:

● Are disciplinary sanctions disproportionately applied to groups with particular protected characteristics?
Is there a process of checking dates before disciplinary sanctions are applied to understand and review whether they will have the effect of delaying a pay step point, and whether this would create inequity?

Is sickness absence dealt with through a separate absence management process (unless a conduct issue is involved)?

9. Develop in partnership with trade unions a procedure which allows staff to contest decisions relating to their pay progression or re-earnable pay and includes clear timescales and processes.
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Annex 23: Pay progression (Wales)

Pay progression Wales

1. Incremental pay progression for all pay points will be conditional upon individuals demonstrating that they have the requisite knowledge and skills/competencies for their role and that they have demonstrated the required level of performance and delivery.2 This annex sets out the principles and criteria for determining local incremental progression policies.3 Expectations around standards and performance, and how these will be measured, should be made clear.

Principles

2. The following principles will inform the development of local incremental progression policies:

(i) local appraisal, performance and development reviews will need to be consistent with the principles and values of NHS Wales (see paragraph 8, Principles and Partnership)
(ii) local performance and pay progression policies should be developed in partnership

(iii) regular appraisal, performance and/or development reviews will continue to be the basis for determining whether an individual has met the standards required of them locally for pay progression, as set out in their local policies

(iv) all those staff demonstrating and applying the required levels of performance and delivery consistently during the performance review period will benefit from incremental pay progression

(v) in assessing an individual's performance, an organisation may consider not just whether the objectives have been achieved (or not) but also how they are achieved

(vi) local systems must be consistent with the criteria set out in paragraphs 3 and 4

(vii) progression into the annually earned pay points, the last two pay points in pay bands 8C, 8D and 9, will be available to all members of staff in these bands subject to the criteria set out in this annex

(viii) individuals will have the right to seek a review of any decision where the required level of performance is deemed not to have been met

(ix) local systems must be equality assessed before implementation

(x) should apply equally to all staff covered by this agreement

(xi) every line manager undertaking appraisal should have access to appropriate training and development in relation to
undertaking appraisal and their equality responsibilities.

**Criteria for local schemes**

3. Organisations will need to operate an effective process for objective, evidence based performance appraisal, development and review, recognising team work wherever this is appropriate. Individual performance will need to be monitored throughout the year so that under performance is identified by all concerned and addressed appropriately as soon as possible. Local schemes for pay progression will take account of the following:

(i) the KSF/other relevant competency frameworks will continue to be the basis for the annual systems of review and development for staff

(ii) information on performance throughout the year will need to be taken into account in the performance appraisal and development review process, so that undue influence of experiences close to the review are avoided. Timely recognition of accomplishment (or feedback about poor performance) is more effective/motivational. Managers and staff will need to build a picture of performance during the course of the review period

(iii) in assessing an individual's performance, line managers should be mindful of factors that have been outside the control of individual staff7

(iv) some organisations may wish to adopt team performance measures for some staff groups which could be linked to team indicators of quality of patient care. If this is part of the local solution those involved should consider whether these measures will need to be combined with individual performance assessment

(v) local arrangements for determining pay progression, including through the last two annually earned incremental points in pay bands 8C, 8D and 9, will need to be jointly discussed, based on this guidance, and adequately communicated to all staff so that they fully understand the operation of the process and the role everyone plays in it.
4. In addition local schemes will need to:

(i) minimise the administrative burden on all staff

(ii) be as simple as possible and focused on organisational values and objectives linked to patient care

(iii) be jointly monitored and reviewed regularly

(iv) provide appropriate training and support for staff who fail to meet performance requirements.

5. The views of patients and colleagues may be used to inform performance reviews for example 360-degree tools and survey results may be helpful. Views of other managers and other staff can broaden, inform and validate line manager and staff experiences.

1 In Wales this Section is part of a three year agreement. It applies there until 31 December 2017.

2 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).

3 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).

4 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).

5 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).

6 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).

7 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).
8 See the question and answer guidance in Annex 28 (England and Wales).
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**Annex 24: Guidance on workforce reprofilimg (England and Wales*1)**

**Guidance on workforce reprofilimg**

1. This annex is intended to support organisations undertaking workforce re-profiling by highlighting how the NHS Staff Council agreement can support organisational, service and workforce change, including the development of new roles. It provides advice on how the principles and processes of the NHS Job Evaluation (JE) Scheme can assist organisations in developing and implementing new ways of working and revised job principles locally and how local partnerships can benefit from the Staff Council agreement.

**Core principles**

2. Re-profiling is a means of examining the content of job roles within a team or a patient pathway to determine the most efficient distribution of bandings needed to deliver the required service. Re-profiling should be undertaken in line with the following principles:
(i) as a joint exercise between the managers and staff working in that function and with the involvement of their Trade Union representative(s);

(ii) all functions across the organisation should be subject to re-profiling on a regular basis to ensure that the potential efficiencies within a system are identified. Explicit and documented consideration may need to be given to Extended Scope Practitioner roles, non-medical Consultant roles, and New Ways of Working;

(iii) the process and time frame for undertaking re-profiling (either across the whole workforce or within particular functions) should normally be agreed with staff and their representative(s) from the beginning of the review process;

(iv) all roles within a function should be subject to re-profiling, not just those in the most populous pay bands and should also include staff outside groups covered by Agenda for Change;

(v) the re-profiling exercise should look first at the skills, tasks and responsibilities needed to carry out roles rather than the bands required;
(vi) it should not be assumed that re-profiling will automatically result in a lower distribution of bands, a re-profiling exercise may well confirm that the current distribution of tasks and roles is the most efficient possible to deliver a clinically safe service to the expected standards of quality;

(vii) the re-profiling exercise should be supported by and comply with the processes and guidance contained in the NHS Job Evaluation Scheme (or the appropriate system for staff outside Agenda for Change groups);

(viii) before the re-profiling starts, agreement should normally be sought with staff and their representatives about the principles for managing the transition to any new structure, in line with the principles in 3 (i) to 3 (ii) below;

(ix) where a workforce re-profiling exercise results in a member of staff being paid at a lower pay band, as established through job evaluation, then the member of staff should see a commensurate change in their role (or the work they undertake).

**Practical implications**
3. If a re-profiling exercise highlights that a different distribution of roles within a function could deliver a safe service to the expected standard of quality, the proposed new structure should be considered in light of the following:

(i) **Does the proposed re-distribution of roles pose any risk to good practice?** A risk assessment of the new structure should be undertaken at an early stage of the exercise. A check should be made of the relevant professional codes of conduct and ethics (including those for non-clinical job groups) in addition to agreed local policies or protocols, to ensure that removing a task and/or group of tasks from a role does not compromise good practice or pose risks to patient care. There is a requirement on Employers to identify the precise differences between the jobs and make an explicit statement of what will no longer be done or done differently under the new structure.

(ii) **What AfC Bands will the new roles be in?** Revised job documentation for all roles should be put through the established joint job matching/evaluation process consistent with the Job Evaluation Handbook.
(iii) **Has the proposed structure been subject to consultation with staff?** As well as being actively involved in the re-profiling exercise, staff should be made aware of the timing for, and encouraged to respond to, the relevant formal consultations on the proposed structure and new ways of working.

(iv) **Do the changes have any discriminatory impact?** The potential impact of the re-profiled structure on different groups of staff/patients/service users should be assessed using the agreed local procedure.

(v) **Are staff prepared for an expansion or diminution of their role and/or to undertake new roles with new competencies?** Plans should be put in place to ensure that staff undertaking new asks are fully trained before the commencement of their new duties.
(vi) Is it obvious what each member of the team is responsible for and who is providing supervisory support? Clear lines of accountability and governance should be identified within the function and any elements of risk clearly highlighted and appropriate action agreed. Registered staff have a duty to ensure that staff to whom they are delegating tasks are appropriately trained and can deliver the task to the expected standard.

4. Principle 2 (viii) above identifies that local partnerships should seek to agree a process for managing the transition to new structures. In cases where the re-profiling exercise identifies that fewer staff are needed at particular pay bands, local partnerships will need to apply the following principles:

   (i) natural wastage should normally be the preferred means by which the number of posts are reduced;

   (ii) if it is not anticipated that there will be natural wastage of a level sufficient to move to the new structure within the agreed time frame, agreement should be reached on plans to apply the relevant process for consultation on redundancy (see Section 16 (England) or Section 16 (Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) or, in cases where more staff are required to work at lower bands, to agree the process for redeployment to new roles.
5. Where staff move to a post at a lower level in the revised structure, the local organisational change policy or a local agreement will apply. In the absence of such a policy, local partnerships should seek to agree an appropriate period during which the higher rate of pay will be protected (see paragraph 191).

1 In Wales this Section is part of a three year agreement. It applies there until 31 December 2017.
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**Annex 25: Arrangements for general and public holidays over the Christmas and New Year holiday periods**

**Arrangements for general and public holidays over the Christmas and New Year holiday periods**

**Table 19**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When 25 December falls on a Friday</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday 25 December</strong></td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
<td>Except that any employee working on 25, 26 and 28 December will be entitled to two public holidays. Any employee working on all four of these days will be entitled to a maximum of two public holidays and one &quot;Sunday&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday 26 December</strong></td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday 27</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a Sunday apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 28 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday 1 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When 25 December falls on a Saturday</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday 25 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Except that any employee working on 25, 27 and 28 December will be entitled to a maximum of two public holidays. Any employee working on 25, 26 and 27 December or on 26, 27 and 28 December or on all four of these days will be entitled to a maximum of two public holidays and one &quot;Sunday&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday 26 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 27 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday 28 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday 1 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Except that an employee working on 1 and 3 January will be entitled to a maximum of one public holiday. Any employee working on all three of these days will be entitled to one public holiday and one &quot;Sunday&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday 2 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a Sunday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 3 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When 25 December falls on a Sunday</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday 24 December</td>
<td>The normal provisions for work on a Saturday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday 25 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any employee working on all three of these days will be entitled to a maximum of two public holiday and one “Sunday”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 26 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday 27 December</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday 1 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Except that any employee working on both of these days will be entitled to a maximum of one public holiday and one “Sunday”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 2 January</td>
<td>The provisions for work on a public holiday apply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Staff will be entitled to the rate of pay which would normally apply to public holiday working.

2. Local partnerships are free to vary these provisions to meet local operational needs, so long as there are no more than three public holidays in the combined Christmas and New Year holiday period.
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